
Welcome to hell and hello. 

This is your guide to how to access FAMEHUNGRY via the wonderful world of TikTok.

First, before we dive in, a game to calm your nerves:

One lie, three truths. Which is which?

We’ll leave that one up to you, but if you’d like us to calm your nerves- there’s reliable data* to show 
that if they’re spying on you through TikTok, they’re probably spying on you through Instagram, 
Facebook, X, and Whatsapp.

Thanks for that. Now what?
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1.  TikTok is the fastest growing social media platform
2.  TikTok has been downloaded over 6 billion times
3.  TikTok is the most popular cyber espionage tool amongst global superpowers
4.  TikTok is one of the easiest places to be seen on a global scale, make money and become an 

Influencer

1.  You can access the show either via TikTok for Desktop, or TikTok for Mobile. For the most 

immersive and user-friendly experience, we suggest watching on a phone or a tablet.

2.  Either way, you will need to make a TikTok account. You can do this either via downloading the 

app for your phone or tablet, or by going to tiktok.com and signing up for an account. (N.B. if you 

are concerned about being outed as a TikTok user (or any of the potential cyber espionage 

claims* then we suggest using a pseudonym and a false email, and minimising any personal 

information added to your profile.) 

3.  Once you have made an account, you might want to have a little explore around TikTok: the best 

way to do this is by having a little scroll through your ‘For You Page’. The ‘For You Page’ (FYP for 

short), is a place where TikTok’s mystical Algorithm suggests videos for you that it thinks you 

might like. The longer you spend on TikTok, the more you will find this FYP will show up like a little 

mirror to your brain (seriously, sometimes it shows you things you were just thinking about a 

minute ago! Magic.) Once you become a TikTok Expert, you can learn to curate this space - fun!.

4.  If you don’t fancy a look around, then head straight to Louise Orwin’s TikTok account - where 

you’ll find she’s been cosplaying as a Real TikToker for sometime. You can find her by searching 

https://www.theverge.com/22574404/tiktok-videos-for-you-page-curate-algorithm-discover-how-to


Ok, great. So what do I do from there?
From that point onwards you can simply relax and watch the show being streamed straight into your 

eyeballs via TikTok like a typical lurker (an excellent option); or you might decide to participate in the 

show via Louise’s prompts (even better) where she may ask you to comment in the chat, or like, share 

and follow the live (like a Real Life TikToker would). You can do this by clicking on the on-screen 

buttons. 

                       Pro Tip: the best way to ‘like’ the LIVE is to double tap the screen.

Happy watching/forgetting that the Real World exists!
xoxo Louise & Team

MORE INFO AT LOUISEORWIN.COM

*Just kidding of course. There’s no data to prove that anyone is spying on you anywhere.

her name (louiseorwin) in the search bar, by going to https://www.tiktok.com/@louiseorwin, or by 

clicking this link.

5.  Once you’re on her profile, if FAMEHUNGRY is currently streaming you’ll see that there is a 

glowing circle around her profile picture. Click on this and you’ll be able to join her stream right 

away. (If FAMEHUNGRY  isn’t currently streaming then set a reminder to come back at the 

appropriate time, and in the meantime feel free to have a little explore Louise’s TikTok page and 

beyond)
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